
??Top 5 Questions
on Moving ISV Solutions from 
Dynamics AX to Dynamics 365 

What is the first step before 
moving my ISV solutions to 
Dynamics 365 Finance and 
Supply Chain Management?

As you get started on your cloud journey, you may be wondering
how to migrate your ISV solutions to Dynamics 365.

Find answers to a few frequently-asked-questions on migrating
ISV solutions in this infographic.

I have multiple ISV solutions 
that need to be moved to 

Dynamics 365. What would 
be the best way to minimize 

the impact?

You can minimize the impact of dealing 
with multiple ISVs by working with a global 

ISV supporting many vertical and 
horizontal solutions. A global ISV can help 
you mitigate the challenges of moving and 

maintaining ISV solutions in the cloud.

Will the cloud version of an ISV 
application cost more than the 

on-premise version?

The best part about moving ISV solutions
to the Dynamics 365 cloud is that you can use
the application without the overhead costs of 

installation, updates, and troubleshooting. You can 
access the application on the web anywhere and on any 

modern device. In most cases, you do not have to 
upgrade the hardware when you upgrade the software. 

According to a Forrester report, the financial impact
of moving to Dynamics 365 in the cloud has 
resulted in a 109% ROI and 3.4% reduction

in total cost of ownership. 

In the evergreen update 
approach followed by 

Microsoft who will maintain  
the ISV applications?

It can be difficult for you to maintain the 
applications in the evergreen updates 

environment. At To-Increase, we follow 
continuous integration, continuous 
development (CICD) cycles and take 

that burden for our customers.

How to evaluate an ISV to get 
started with my upgrade journey 

to Dynamics 365?
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Before you get started with the transition process, 
ensure that you evaluate your ISV solutions. 

You need to:
     Identify the ISV solutions that you use currently
     Understand the functionality of these ISV solutions
     Know the value-add that these solutions bring
     Find out if the current ISV solution is cloud-ready
     or you need alternatives

Check if the Dynamics 365 ISV solutions are 
listed on AppSource. If they are not on AppSource, 

that means they have not gone through the 
curation process of Microsoft. But that’s not the 

only criteria for evaluation. 

Check for the following:
     Does your ISV understand CICD?
     What percentage of code is tested?
     Can they talk about their release strategy?
     Can they keep up with the pace of innovation   
     at which Microsoft is working?

Want to learn how moving
to the Cloud can benefit your business?

Download eBook

https://www.to-increase.com/cloud-transformation-ebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/get-started/migration/ax-forrester-tei

